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transamÉriCa ComandatuBa isLand 
HotEL oFFErs morE tHan 80 daiLY 
LEisurE aCtivitiEs

The Transamérica Comandatuba Island Hotel 
is the first and most luxurious resort in Brazil. 
Located in the city of Una, in the South coast 
of Bahia, it provides large facilities. Comfort, 
sophistication and privacy get together in 
a preserved landscape within the Atlantic 
forest. There are 363 apartments, suites and 
bungalows. The airport stands apart, with 
infrastructure for commercial and chartered 
flights available for large size airplanes.

The landscape and architecture of the 
Transamérica Comandatuba Island Hotel join 
the natural environment with a pool snaking 
through hotel’s gardens in cascades and 
different depths. Children have spaces and 
monitors especially trained to guide them 
through entertainment activities – for those 
above 4 years old there is babesitting service 
that can be request in the concierge desk 
and 24 hour medical service (not included 
in the night fee). Leisure and sport options 
range from bow and arrow to tennis and 
fishing. It is also possible to rent equipment 
and schedule classes for sea sports.

Gym, beauty spa, gift stores and convenience 
stores are other serviced provided by the 
best Brazilian resort. The food area is 
present with five bars and four restaurants 
serving from the typical cuisine of Bahia to 
international dishes on theme days.

The Event Center has 26 working rooms 
able to host concurrent events and more 
than 1,000 attendants in total. These are 
spaces that fit to any corporate event 
size. Four of these rooms are expansible, 
with 440 m² each, 8,500 m² of facilities 
and ceilings 8 meters high, catering to 
different configuration of audiences. Several 
menus can be planned by Food & Beverage 
department, according to the event. The 
hotel also provides a commercial structure 
to meet sound, lightining, translation and 
evennt recording needs.

Concerns with the environment and social 
responsibility are addressed by the hotel 
since the beginning, in 1989. In addition 
to a recycling plant that leads organic 
garbage into fertilizer, the resort develops 
conservation and protection programs for 
the local ecosystem, in partnership with the 
Ecotuba Institute. The activities join the 
surrounding communities at the execution 
of projects on ecotourism and sustainable 
development, encompassing incentives to 
ecologic handicrafting and initiatives against 
hunting native species.



transamÉriCa ComandatuBa 
isLand HotEL oFFErs doZEns 
oF daiLY oPtions For LEisurE 
and Land / sEa sPorts

Ride a bicycle, play tennis, squatch, football 
or bow and arrow feeling the sea breeze and 
surrounded by nature. These are just some 
of the activities that guests can enjoy on a 
daily basis in the Transamérica Comandatuba 
Island Hotel. The guest will have access to 
offerings, available in rooms and in totems 
across the lobby, with full schedule including 
timetables, venues and if they are included 
in the night fee.

Dance and capoeira classes, as well as 
stretching in the pool, are some of leisure 
and sport options.Beach volley, surf, spinning 
and funny contests will exercise the guest’s 
body and mind. On ecologic rides through 
the island, in addition to bikes it is possible 
to try the Wind Car: vehicles propelled by 
wind that ensure a relaxing drive through 
the beach sand, and the stand paddle, quite 
successful among the young ones.

The water park boasts two special pools. The 
semi-olympic pool has lanes for swimming, 
as well as a cascade and waterslide to make 
the fun even more intense. The other pool 
meanders in between gardens, forming a 
drawing and harmoniously combining with 
architecture and landscape of the hotel. 
Furthermore, the hotel offers pools proper 
to children and babies, all located in the 
Children’s House.

For collective sports, there are two football 
pitches with official size, ten tennis courts and 
two squash courts, all lighted and equipment 
for rent. The Health Club provides a room for 
working out, gym equipment and devices for 
monitoring heart beats. Saunas both dry and 
on steam and the beauty spa complement 
the relaxing and aesthetic options.



saiLinG and FisHinG

Brazil’s only five-star hotel boasting 
the ideal geographical conditions and 
the required infrastructure for sport 
fishing, the Transamérica Comandatuba 
Island offers many attractions in nautical 
activities. Ski, Wake boards, jet ski, boats, 
windsurfing, quadricycles and Beach Truck 
are among equipment available for rent, 
with instructors and monitors on watch.
For fishing at the sea, boats are equipped 
with current probing and navigation 
systems, also providing fishing equipment. 
Each boat can carry up to 4 passengers, 
in addition to a captain and a sailor that 
oversee the 6-8 hour fishing. The local 
coast is considered the third best location 
for capturing marlins in the world, and the 
island is just one hour sail to the fishing 
location, where blue and white marlins, 
swordfish, whiting, grouper and others.
Electric boats, as well as those with engine 
in the rear, are used for two people when 
fishing at the canals. In this type of fishing, 
most common fishes are turbots, whiting 
and snapper.

 



travEL around tHE WorLd 
WitH tastE.

The Transamérica Comandatuba’s restaurantes 
and bars propose a travel across food.

In the Transamérica Comandatuba Island 
Hotel, the guest enjoys a diversity of 
food options ranging from Brazilian to 
international in theme dinners proposing 
a trip around the world in tastes. Four 
restaurants and five bars comprise the 
resort’s food and beverage area.

On special dates, such as Christmas and 
New Year’s Eve, Brazilian famous chefs 
sucg as Dadá (one of the most known food 
personalities in Bahia) and the Templo da 
Carne’s team from São Paulo are invited to 
prepare special dinners.

The Giardino and Bamboo restaurants 
offer theme nights is a buffet system that 
may offer from Italian pasta to traditional 
French, Spanish or Oriental cuisine, among 
other varieties, and special dessert. The 
cuisine from Bahia, featuring many types 
of fish, seafood, as well as typica dishes 
such as “vatapá”and dendê”, are also in 
the menu. The Restaurante da Praia offers 
a Mediterranean taste for lunch, with fresh 
seafood. For dinner, in addition to pizzas 
baked in a wood oven, the restaurant also 
offers typical dishes from Bahia.

Complementing the food complex, the 
Beiju restaurant focuses on children and 
serves dishes with a touch of comfort food, 
for home-cooked meals with all the kids 
like to eat. A team of nutritionists oversees 
the execution to ensure that all options are 
nutritive and balanced.



To watch the sun sets from a privileged view, 
from where it is possible to see jet skis and 
boat manouvers, the Canal Bar is the best 
choice. From 11 PM, it becomes the Canal 
Club, where bands and DJs play for those 
who wants to dance and go through the night 
feeling the sea breeze.

The Carambola bar is the ideal place for 
snacks and sandwiches followed by cocktails, 
juices and other drinks at the hotel’s lobby. 
The Capitania, in the other hand, is the 
choice for those enjoying a good wine and 
live music in a comfortable lounge for the 
happy hour. When the guest is relaxing at the 
pool, the Deck Bar offers a drink with snacks 
without laving the water.

The Praia Kiosk is where swimmers can 
refresh, while golfers can enjoy The Ocean 
View Bar for taking a rest between holes.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



soPHistiCatEd vEnuE  
For Your EvEnt

The Event Center of the Transamérica 
Comandatuba Island Hotel can host more 
than 1,000 attendees.

The Transamérica Comandatuba Hotel, in 
addition of being the first resort in Brazil, 
also provides the perfect combination for 
events. Considered one of the biggest in Latin 
America, the Comandatuba Event Center has 
6,248.26 m² in facilities, divided in to 26 
rooms with four modular grand rooms with 
440 m² each, with flexibility to host several 
types of events up to 1,200 attendees, and 
ideal for any event ranging from speeches, 
expos, congresses, launches and concerts.

Near the hotel’s lobby, the Event Center 
has an 8 m high ceiling and the main area, 
with 1,760 m² allows for several concurring 
events. The staff is highly qualified and 
serves clients smoothly.



ComandatuBa – CuttinG 
EdGE tECHnoLoGY

The leading edge technology available in 
the whole island is another thing that stands 
the event center apart. The excellent 
wifi Internet service allows guests to stay 
connected for all the time they need. Sound, 
lightining and media integration are another 
chapter. A dedicated team is available 
during the event. The Event Center features 
central air conditioning, generators, load 
and unload docks, backstage, IT room, 
changing room and its own kitchen.

With the same DNA of sustainability and 
respect to nature that has marked the hotel 
since the construction, the Comandatuba 
Event Center follows rational principles on 
use of physical space and thermal-acoustic 
isolation that saves energy. As already 
happens, all organic residues generated 
from events go to a recycling plant and are 
reused on landscaping.

A differential is the infrastructure that 
allows for theme dinners and luaus, in 
addition to open air live concerts as the 
Terra de Gabriela, an area aside the hotel’s 
particular beach where tents and stages can 
be mounted for special events.

Tours and other leisure activities can 
be prepared in order to fit the event’s 
schedule. Equipment for setting activities in 
rooms, such as tables, chairs, practicables 
and a pulpit, as well as services as dinner 
decorations and several meal options are 
available for event planners. Special rates, 
air ticket packages and shuttles are also 
offered by the hotel. “Who chooses the 
Comandatuba as the venue for an event will 
have the ease to rely on our team so that 
everything happens as planned,” said Vânia 
Dezordi, the hotel’s event manager.



transamÉriCa ComandatuBa 
isLand Has CHaraCtErs and 
sPECiaL aCtivitiEs For CHiLdrEn

Leisure and environmental education: that is how 
characters as monkeys Lili and Micolino and the 
crabs Zé Guaiamun and João Uçá lead plays and 
games among our little guests in the Transamérica 
Comandatuba Island Hotel. Activities for children 
are included in the night rate and are guided by 
specialized monitors that help children above 4 
years old.

Everyday, children have a special schedule and 
exclusive spaces for fun. In the Children’s House, 
they have children’s pool and a pool only for 
babies, as well as sport courts, plays and a library 
of videos.

For children 4-6 years old, there are options for 
short rides, theater and educational games. For 
those between 7-9 years old, sport activities, 
contests and rides take their time. Those with 10-
12 years old can learn how to surf, dance and take 
part in sweepstakes. For the little ones below 4 
years old, parents can request babysitter (not 
included in the night rate).



tHE transamÉriCa 
ComandatuBa’s GoLF 
CoursE is onE oF tHE  
most modErn in BraZiL

Comandatuba Ocean Course – chosen as 
Brazil’s best golf course by Golf Digest 
International Magazine.

A 18-hole golf course with 6,928 yards, 
prepared for international games and 
championships in a scenary of perfect 
integration with nature. This is the 
Comandatuba Golf Course, in the 
Transamérica Comandatuba Island Hotel.

Pro and amateurs golfers can join leisure 
and vacations with training and classes with 
a specialized team, providing all equipment 
for the sport.

One of the most modern golf courses in Brazil, 
the Comandatuba Golf Course was designed 
by the American architect Dan Blankenship, 
and boasts a total area of 780,000m², from 
which 222,000m² are green.The topography 
has soft waves and unbalances that, along 
with the sea wind, intensify the pleasure of 
playing and challenge the players’ skills. The 
Ocean View bar joins the complex, which also 
features a store focused only on accessories.

The course is considered as one of the best 
in Brazil, according to the Golf Digest USA 
magazine. For those who did not have the 
pleasure of playing golf yet, a highlight is the 
beginning pack, including three classes on 
techniques, postures and basics, each with 
50 minutes and a differential: a fouth class 
playing in the course with the instructor, for 
two hours.



rEsPECt For tHE naturE 
and tHE transamÉriCa 
ComandatuBa CommunitY 
is onE oF tHE PionEErs 
on adoPtinG sustainaBLE 
atitudEs and ECotourism  
in BraZiL

The Transamérica Comandatuba Island Hotel 
was born with a gift for environmental and 
social sustainability issues. Since the opening, 
in 1989, when some of the environmental 
concerns were yet in their early stages, the 
hotel already adopted actions and programs 
towards nature preservation and integration 
with local communities. Some of the most 
successful examples are the production 
of biodiesel from recycled corn oil, the 
responsible use of water and the recycling 
plant, that transforms organic residues into 
fertilizer, in a safe and ecologic way.

This behavior also involves the resort’s guests 
that may join ecotourism and environmental 
activities, such as the Queloniatuba Project, 
that follows the birth and the walk to the sea 
of some 4,000 sea turtles every year. These 

actions are executed through a partnership 
with the Ecotuba Institute, a non-for-profit 
organization that gathers local people and 
entities for preserving the local biodiversity.

The integration with the population living 
around the resort shows the Transamérica’s 
commitment with the daily lives of the 
island dwellers. In addition to employ the 
local workforce with continuous training 
programs, the hotel hosts exhibitions that 
preserve and value local culture, such as 
capoeira and demonstrations of ships arriving 
at the beach, coconut tree climbing, and fish 
net throws, among others. Another highlight 
is the incentive to sustainable economic 
activities for local communities, such as 
handicrafted objects made from material 
extracted from the coconut tree. Supported 
by the resort, the island inhabitants are 
producing handcraft with residues that was 
burned before. Now, in addition to reduce 
environmental damages, Comandatuba’s 
artisans can sell their work in the Natural 
Fiber Ecotuba space, granted by the hotel.
espaço Ecotuba Fibras Naturais, cedido 
pelo hotel.



aCCEss, BooKinGs, GEnEraL inFormation

How can I book  a room in the Transamérica Comandatuba Island Hotel?
Just call:
São Paulo and São Paulo Metropolitan Area: (11) 5693-4050 or
Other locations: +55 0800 012 6060

How can I get more information?
To know more about the resort, it is also possible to book a visit to the Transamérica 
Comandatuba Island Hotel’s show room, located in the São Paulo Transamérica Hotel, 
by calling +55 (11) 5693-4050. You can also visit our website (www.transamerica.com.
br) or call the resort’s Press Agency.

How frequent are the flights to the island?
Several airlines have daily flights to Ilhéus, Bahia. Furthermore, the Comandatuba 
Airport is open to chartered flights in holidays and other dates. Call +55 (11) 5693-4050 
or 0800 012 6060 to get more information on chartered flights.

Are pets welcome to the hotel?
The Transamérica Comandatuba Island Hotel does not host pets.

When the Transamérica Comandatuba Island Hotel was opened?
The complex opened in 1989, after 4 years of construction. The Transamérica 
Comandatuba Island Hotel was born proposing to join sophistication and comfort in a 
region with an exuberant landscape, and the challenge to preserve everything that took 
millions of years for Nature to make. Since the opening, investments in maintenance 
and upgrading are continuous. Today, the Transamérica Comandatuba Island Hotel 
is the only resort in Brazil that is located in an island, with an infrastructure that is 
perfect to provide total privacy, with freedom and security to our guests.

How was the construction process?
During the construction process, 40,000 ferry trips were required to bring construction 
materials to the island. It was nothing less than 10,000 cubical meters of concrete, 
which equals to 27 metric tons, that required 1,500 trucks, 22,000 meters of rail 
tracks, 845,000 tiles, more than 8 million bricks, 7,000 ink cans, 270,000 floor tiles 
and an enormouss amount of other building materials for a project that big. Even the 
grass came from São Paulo, in form of plates.

In order to carry all these materials for the island, ferries were specially strengthened 
to resist time and efforts. The ships endured trips 24 hours a day, carrying up to 3 fully 
loaded trucks. The building of a bridge between the mainland and the island would 
ease the job however the magic of the place would be compromised. During the four 
years of construction, some 15,000 people worked at the island. In some stages, the 
workforce reached 1,200 employees.



WHat arE tHE ProJECts BEinG 
dEvELoPEd BY tHE HotEL in soCiaL  
and EnvironmEntaL rEsPonsiBiLitY?

Chama-Maré Project
This project aims to preserve and research the ecosystem of 
mangroves, especially the uçá crab that is currently under 
threat of predatory collection and a massive mortality 
across the whole Brazilian coast. In addition of being one 
of the main species in charge of recycling the mangrove 
leaves, the uçá crab also is the economic alternative for 
several low-income communities.
Ecotuba Institute’s biologists are carrying out research 
on the uçá crab population and diagnosing the social and 
economic situation of crab catchers. Also, ecotourism 
and environmental educatio activities are performed 
in a catwalk over the mangrove in the Transamérica 
Comandatuba, and in summer, campaigns are promoted to 
prevent catching and consuming the female crabs below 
sale size and in reproduction period.

Queloniatuba Project
Preservation and research of sea turtles in the Comandatuba 
Island is the goal of the Queloniatuba project. For such, 
when the turtles are laying their eggs, Ecotuba Institute’s 
biologists patrol the beach in order to protect the nests 
of this species, threatened by extinction. The Project was 
started in 1995, when the Transamérica Comandatuba 
donated chicken eggs on a weekly basis, as a retribution for 
dwellers not eating turtle eggs and supporting the Ecotuba 
Institute to preserve the nests. Today, it is not necessary 
to donate the chicken eggs anymore, as communities 
beachside are integrated and aware. 
Each dweller adopting a nest becomes a nature guardian, 
receiving diplomas and incentive giveaways. The 
Queloniatuba Project ensures that some 4,000 sea turtles 
reach the sea every season (from October to April).

Ecologic handicraft
Farms producing coconuts generate residues of leaves 
and bark that are usually burned, causing environmental 
damages. The Ecotuba Institute, since 1996, encourages 
the use of such residues by artisans that contribute for 
the preservation of local environment and still produce 
exclusive pieces that are exhibited and sold in the 
Natural Fiber Ecotuba space, granted by the Transamérica 
Comandatuba. A result of this work was the foundation of 
the Grauçá Artisan Association, comprised by the project’s 
artisans and now is independent.

Trans-Ação Project
With this project, the Ecotuba Institute fosters the voluntary 
work of Transamérica Comandatuba employees, engaging 
them on cultural, social and environmental activities. 
Supported by the Hotel, forums and environmental 
education activities are being carried out by biologists, and 
a capoeira group, Nação Oruba, performs in several local 
communities in the city of Una.

Community integration in the Transamérica Comandatuba
This project’s goal is to allow a higher interaction between 
the communities and the structure of Transamérica 
Comandatuba. Occasionally, cultural exhibits are organized 
by local residents, such as leaving the boat, coconut tree 
climbing, fishing net throw and capoeira. Equally, tours are 
organized with community members to know the Hotel’s 
infrastructure, the golf course, airport and walking areas.



ACCOMODATION

How many rooms the Transamérica 
Comandatuba Island Hotel offer?

The hotel offers 363 apartments divided as:
• 161 luxury apartments
• 78 superior apartments
• 03 junior suites
• 04 Luxury suites
• 06 superior suites
• 56 superior bungalows
• 02 master bungalows
• 52 luxury bungalows
• 01 senior bungalow

What are the accomodation types the 
Transamérica Comandatuba Island Hotel offer 
and what is the capacity of each?
•  Luxury apartment: accommodate until 

3 adults or 2 adults + 1 child up to 11 
y.o.; feature a king size bed or 2 single 
full size beds.

•  Superior apartment: accommodate until 
3 adults or 2 adults + 2 children up to 11 
y.o.; feature 1 Queen size bed or 2 single 
full size beds; they can be conjugated with 
the Family Plan.

•  Junior suite: accommodate until 2 people 
and feature 1 dorm with king size bed and 
1 room.

•  Luxury suite: accommodate until 2 people 
and feature two environments: 1 bedroom 
with king size bed and 1 room with a bar.

•  Superior Suite: accommodate until 2 people 
and feature two environments: 1 king size 
bed and 1 room.

•  Superior bungalow: accommodate only 2 
people that may choose among 1 queen size 
or 2 full size beds.

•  Luxury bungalow: accommodate until 3 
adults or 2 adults + 2 children up to 11 y.o.; 
1 king size bed or 2 single full size beds.

•  Senior bungalow: accommodate until 4 
adults and features: 01 bedroom with king 
size bed and 1 bedroom with thwo regular 
single beds. Bedrooms are separated by  
a room.

•  Master bungalow: accommodate until 6 
people and features: 01 bedroom with king 
size bed; 02 twin bedrooms with regular 
single bed and wide room. Rooms are 
separated by a veranda; Bedrooms with 
private bathroom.

FOOD
What are Transamérica Comandatuba Island 
Hotel restaurants and bars?
Bamboo and Giardino
International cuisine and theme buffets.
Both restaurants are located in the lower 
floor and serve breakfast and dinner, 
included in the night rate. Regional 
specialties give the tune for the breakfast 
served on a varied buffet with several 
options. At night, theme buffets present 
food from many parts of the world.

HISTORY
Open daily. Air conditioned. Breakfast from 
7am to 10:30am; lunch from 12am to 3:30 
am (feijoada on Saturdays) and dinner from 
7pm to 10:30pm.

Restaurante da Praia ($)
Relaxed restaurant a la carte, located 
between the Olympic pool and the beach. 
Lunch: Dishes from Bahia, with fishes and 
seafood, grilled on demand, also snacks 
and drinks, from 12am to 5pm. Dinner: 
Mediterrranean cuisine and pizzas cooked on 
wood oven, from 7pm to 10:30pm.



Beiju
Meeting point for the kids, Beiju boasts a 
menu especially created for children served 
in a relaxed environment. Dishes are cooked 
according to nutritionist instructions to 
ensure a healthy and balanced meal. Lunch 
from 11am to 2:30pm and dinner from 6pm 
to 8:30pm.

Deck Bar ($)
Located in the same environment of the 
pool, it offers drinks, beers, sodas, juices and 
coconut water that can be served in or out 
the pool. There are also different snacks and 
soft sandwiches options. From 10am to 5pm, 
in the main pool.

Praça do Sorvete ($)
It serves the delicious flavors of premium ice 
cream La Basque to take the heat off guest’s 
afternoons. Open daily from 12am to 17pm.

Carambola Bar ($)
Relaxed environment, boasting a snooker 
table where fast sandwiches, coffee and 
drinks are served. Open from 10am.

Capitania Bar ($)
This is whhere guests can enjoy a fine 
wine listening to live music in an elegant, 
comfortable environment. Located by the 
Reception. Open from 10am. Live music from 
7:30pm.

The Ocean View Bar ($)
With a privileged view to the golf course and 
to the sea, this sandwich bar is located at the 
Casa do Golfe. Open daily from 9am to 5pm.

Quiosque da Praia ($)
In the beachfront, this is the perfect place to 
contemplate nature. Drinks, soft drinks and 
sandwiches. Open from 10am to 5pm only at 
high season.

Bar and Discoteca do Canal ($)
Your best choice to watch the sunset in a 
privileged view, where it is possible to see 
ships and jet ski manouver through the sea. 
At nights, the place turns into the Boate do 
Canal, where bands and DJs play for guests 
to dance and feel the sea breeze. Drinks, soft 
drinks and sandwiches are served. Open from 
10am to 5pm. 
Dancefloor – from Monday to Saturday, from 
11pm.
Services indicated with a ($) are not 
included on the night rate and has to be paid 
separately.



GOLF

What is the golf course dimension?
The golf course has 18 holes and 6,928 yards,  
or 220,000m².

What are the Comandatuba Ocean Course 
characteristics?
Designed by architect Dan Blakenship, the course 
boasts large lanes with soft swells. In the first round, 
six out of nine holes are flanked by lakes. At the 
second round, there are foour holes contacting water 
and five holes at the edge of the sea, where the wind 
and the terrain increase the challenge. The course is 
located between the mangrove and the sea, dotted 
with native vegetation and coconut trees.

How is the landscape around the Comandatuba 
Ocean House?
The Transamérica Comandatuba Island Hotel is 
surrounded by a beach 21 km long, 25,000 coconut 
trees, exuberant fauna and flora, groves and native 
vegetation. This tropical paradise provides guests 
playing at the Comandatuba Ocean House with the 
enjoyment of an incredible natural scenary. The 
vegetation enveloping the 18 holes integrates the 
course to nature, with sand across all lanes and 
delivering an unique feeling in Brazil’s golf courses.

Are classes being provided to beginners?
The beginner pack includes three 50-minute classes 
teaching techniques, postures and the basics, with a 
differential: a fourth class playing in the golf course 
with the instructor for two hours. The pack also 
includes the rent of all equipment necessary.

Water / Água

Club House / Casa do Golf

Mangrove / Mangue

Green/Tee

Fairway

Sand / Areia

Restrooms and Telephone / Toaletes e Telefone

Woods / Mata

Maintenance / Manutenção

Chipping Green

Putting Green

Driving Range

Water / Água

Club House / Casa do Golf

Mangrove / Mangue

Green/Tee

Fairway

Sand / Areia

Restrooms and Telephone / Toaletes e Telefone

Woods / Mata

Maintenance / Manutenção

Chipping Green

Putting Green

Driving Range



SUGESTÃO DE ARRUMAÇÃO DE SALAS 
PARA O SUCESSO DE UMA REUNIÃO 

AUDITÓRIO
Recomendável para acomodar um grande número de pessoas para que 
todos os participantes tenham uma boa visão da palestra/apresentação.

EM “U”
Permite uma utilização mais racional do espaço, em que cada participante 
pode ver os demais, facilitando a dinâmica e a interação da reunião.

MESA-REDONDA
Aconselhável para um número pequeno de participantes, esse arranjo 
permite maior interação entre as pessoas, além de colocar o líder em 
posição de igualdade perante os demais.

SUGGESTIONS FOR ROOM LAYOUT 
FOR SUCCESSFUL MEETINGS

AUDITORIUM
Recommendable for large groups of people so that all the participants 
have a good view of the lecture/meeting.

U-SHAPED LAYOUT
It allows a more rational use of the space in which each participant 
can see the others, thus favoring the dynamics and interaction of the 
meeting.

ROUND TABLE
Advisable for a small number of participants. This solution is perfect to 
allow a better interaction among people, in addition to placing the leader 
in an equal position to the others.

D

P

Fernando de Noronha I

Fernando de Noronha II

Fernando de Noronha I + II

Ilhabela I

Ilhabela II

Ilhabela I + II

Ilha do Mel

Ilha Grande

Ilha de Marajó

Ilha de Itamaracá

Centro de Convenções / Convention Center

ILHABELA I
14 m x 7 m

ILHABELA II
14 m x 7 m

ILHA DE 
ITAMARACÁ
6 m x 4 m

ILHA 
DO MEL

6 m x 4 m

ILHA
GRANDE

6 m x 4 m

ILHA DE 
MARAJÓ

6 m x 4 m
FERNANDO 

DE NORONHA I
18 m x 7 m

FERNANDO 
DE NORONHA II

18 m x 7 m

P

Salão Abrolhos
Abrolhos Room

Foyer Abrolhos

Salão Abrolhos
Abrolhos Room

ABROLHOS

P

1.760 8 800 250 9001.800

40 3 18 15 -32

440 8 200 100 250450

80 3 30 24 4060

120 3 54 30 60100

40 3 - - --

344 8 150 80 180350

Comandatuba I, II, III + IV

Itabuna I + II + III,
Una I + II + III

Administração + Apoio
Administration + Support

Comandatuba I, II, III ou IV

Ilhéus, Belmonte I, Belmonte II, Itabuna I, 
Itabuna II, Itabuna III, Olivença, Canavieiras I,
Canavieiras II, Una I, Una II, Una III, Maraú

Belmonte I + II, Itabuna I + II, Itabuna II + III,
Canavieiras I + II, Una I + II, Una II + III

Comandatuba I ou IV - frente

96 8 54 30 60100

1.144 8 - - --

Comandatuba I ou IV - lateral

Foyer

INFRAESTRUTURA
- Área total: 6.548,26 m2

- Área construída: 1.760 m2

- Pé-direito: 8 m
- Foyer: 1.144 m2

INFRASTRUCTURE
- Total Area: 6,548,26 sq mts
- Built up area: 1,760 sq mts
- Ceiling Height: 8 m
- Foyer: 1,144 sq mts

Centro de Eventos Comandatuba / Comandatuba Expo Center

Ilhéus
8 m x 5 m

Administração
+ Apoio

8 m x 5 m

Itabuna III
8 m x 5 m

Itabuna II
8 m x 5 m

Itabuna I
8 m x 5 m

Belmonte II
8 m x 5 m

Belmonte I
8 m x 5 m

Olivença
8 m x 5 m

Maraú
8 m x 5 m

Una III
8 m x 5 m

Una II
8 m x 5 m

Una I
8 m x 5 m

Canavieiras II
8 m x 5 m

Canavieiras I
8 m x 5 m

COMANDATUBA IV
frente

16 m x 21,5 m

COMANDATUBA III
16 m x 27,5 m

COMANDATUBA II
16 m x 27,5 m

COMANDATUBA I
frente

16 m x 21,5 m

COMANDATUBA I
lateral

16 m x 6 m

FOYER CENTRAL
80 m x 8 m

FOYER I

31 m x 8 m

FOYER II

31 m x 8 m

COMANDATUBA IV
lateral

16 m x 6 m

DIFERENCIAIS
- Salas: 4 salões principais moduláveis
- 13 salas de apoio com 40 m2 cada
- Ar-condicionado central
- Abriga diversos eventos simultâneos
- Acesso de carga e descarga
- Geradores
- Pontos de dados distribuídos estrategicamente em cada sala
- Eletrocalhas
- Acessibilidade para portadores de necessidades especiais
- Pontos de água/deságua
- Cozinha exclusiva

DISTINCTIONS
- Rooms: 4 main modular salons (rooms)
- 13 support rooms - 40 sq mts each
- Air conditioning
- Can house different events simultaneously
- Loading and unloading access
- Generators
- Data points located strategically in each room
- Electrical hook-ups
- Handicapped and special needs accessibility
- Water off/on outlets
- Exclusive kitchen

COMANDATUBA VILLAGE

ALDEIA COMANDATUBA: Espaço amplo e alternativo, próximo ao corpo 
central do hotel. Possui características rústicas, laterais abertas e 
cobertas com sapê. Perfeito para a realização de ações privativas, 
como jantares e festas temáticas.

ALDEIA COMANDATUBA: Ample and alternative space, near the hotel 
Center. It is rustic in design, thatch covered with open sides. 
It is perfect for private events, such as dinners and themed parties.

Comandatuba Village

P

Aldeia Comandatuba

ALDEIA COMANDATUBA: Espaço amplo e alternativo, próximo ao corpo 
central do hotel. Possui características rústicas, laterais abertas e 
cobertas com sapê. Perfeito para a realização de ações privativas, 
como jantares e festas temáticas.

ALDEIA COMANDATUBA: Ample and alternative space, near the hotel 
Center. It is rustic in design, thatch covered with open sides. 
It is perfect for private events, such as dinners and themed parties.

Comandatuba Village

P

Aldeia Comandatuba

EVENTS

What is the full capacity of the 
Event Center?
The Comandatuba Event Center 
accommodates more than 1,000 
attendees at the same time.

How many rooms is the Event Center 
comprised of? What is the capacity of 
each room? See tables at the right.

What is the equipment available for 
events?
The hotel offers infrastructure for 
setting up activities at meeting rooms, 
such as tables, chairs, practicables 
for stage and decoration items for 
dinners inside and outside. Leisure 
activities, such as music concerts 
and sport classes, can be scheduled 
as to integrate themselves into the 
events. The Food and Beverage area 
offers several options of menus for 
luncheons, dinners, coffee breaks, 
and cocktails.

P

Salão Abrolhos
Abrolhos Room

Foyer Abrolhos

Salão Abrolhos
Abrolhos Room



Technical sheet
Address: Ilha de Comandatuba
Una, Bahia, Brazil
ZIP CODE: 45690-000

Information and bookings
São Paulo and metropolitan area: 11 5693-4050
Other cities: 0800 012 6060
Email: showroom@transamerica.com.br

Accomodation
363 units, from 32m² to 114 m²

Services
• Lost and found
• Baby Kitchen
• Nauticals ($)
• Night Activities
• Cyber Point ($)
• Channel Fishing ($)
• Craddles
• Dentist ($)
• Sea Fishing
• Baby Sitter ($)
• Dancefloor
• Gym
• Ferry shuttle
• Tours ($)
• Spinning Room
• Library
• Tennis
• Golf ($)
• Beauty Spa ($)
• Bikes ($)
• Health Club

• Sea Fishing ($)
• Currency Exchange 
• Helipoint ($)
• Meeting and Luncheon Rooms ($)
• Photo’s House ($)
• Sauna
• Safe
• Doctor
• Squash
• Spa Comandatuba by Clarins
• Parking
• Mass

Food
• Beiju Restaurant
• Bamboo Restaurant
• Giardino Restaurant
• Restaurante da Praia
• Baby’s Kitchen
• Deck Bar
• Canal Bar
• Capitania Bar
• Carambola Bar
• Quiosque da Praia
• The Ocean View Bar
• Praça do Sorvete

Sports and Leisure
On the Ground:
• 1 football pitch official size (grass)
• 1 football society pitch
• 1 multisport court
• 1 bow and arrow stand
• 2 bocha courts
• 2 squash courts ($)

• 10 tennis courts with fast floor ($)
• Bikes ($)
• Beach sports

At the Sea:
• Banana Boat ($)
• Stand Paddle ($)
• Sailing boats
• Kaiaks
• Water Ski and Wake Board ($)
• Jet skis (sea driving license required) ($)
• Motorboats for tours and fishing ($)
• Fishing at the sea or canal ($)
• Windsurf ($)
• 3 swimming pools
• Surf (for surfers only)
• Wind car
• Stand paddle

Services and activities indicated with a ($) are 
not included in the night rate and have to be paid 
separately.




